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Compliance and regulation consultancy Complyport

Ltd has reported that EU based financial services

firms are creating a “strong demand” for FCA

authorisation in order to operate in the UK post-

Brexit . To date , the consultancy has already helped

over 1 ,000 firms with authorisation requests to

operate in the UK . 

Commenting on this demand , Complyport CEO Paul

Scott said : “At Complyport, we are seeing a
consistent stream of EU-based financial services
firms seeking FCA authorisation, with requests
coming from a wide range of countries and industry
areas. We have digital currency operators, FX
traders, investment funds, and retail finance
operators all wanting to operate in the UK.
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This comes on the heels of recent findings that

almost 1 ,500 EU-based financial services firms

have applied for permission to operate in the UK ,

with around 1 ,000 planning to establish their

first UK office . Of those that applied , 83% were

on a ‘services ’ passport , meaning they would

need to set up a UK office for the first time .

Scott  commented  further  on  the  significance

of this influx of business interest in light of

ongoing speculation on the future of the UK 's

financial services industry . His view is that : “The
strong demand for UK market access from EU-
based financial services firms is a clear
indication that the UK financial  services  sector

With a trading relationship still to be defined , the

City of London stands on shaky grounds . This month

has brought fresh fuel for the fire of concern over the

strength of the UK ’s financial services industry post-

Brexit . The think tank New Financial has found that

over 440 financial services firms have moved at least

some elements of their business to the EU . These

include staff , operations , legal entities , and

approximately £900 billion in assets . 

Granted ,  we   have   seen   a   large   influx   of  firms
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will continue to be in a strong position post-Brexit. This demonstrates how robust the UK

economy is, and how attractive London remans as a place to do business despite Brexit

and the Covid-19 pandemic.”

requesting UK authorisation , and this reinforces the reputation of the UK as a financial

services power . However , part of the UK ’s modern accumulation of power involved the City

becoming ‘Europe ’s banker ’ . Now , London is seeing EU collaborators turn into competitors

with this flow of business – and therefore power – back to the bloc . This begs the question :

how does the City sustain its historic status now?
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Firstly , the City must reflect inwardly on its own identity both as an individual financial hub ,

and as part of the wider UK business landscape . Yes , we have seen an influx of EU firms

registering with the FCA , many of which will be setting up a business in the UK for the first

time – very likely because of the UK ’s reputation for robust regulation and financial services

power . However , the City , and the UK more widely , cannot rely on this stream of business

alone . 

With all eyes on if and how the UK will succeed post-Brexit , Government needs to pull every

lever it can to meet its goal of creating a ‘global Britain ’ . This means that the whole of the

UK must be involved in order to make the most of every drop of talent and skill and

productivity on offer . Consider Birmingham , now in the spotlight because of Goldman

Sachs ’s decision to open/move operations there , or the regional and national fintech hubs

involved in the just-concluded UK FinTech Week . The City – indeed , the UK as a whole –

should do as the EU does and share power , outputs , and influence across multiple locations

to maintain its power and status . One centralised financial services hub will not suffice .
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The City is already associated with

finance , trade , robust regulation , and

trust . It must build on these

associations and shift from a location

to a brand . It can style itself as a hub of

ideas and resources and expertise that

can be shared with established and

emerging  financial  centres  across the 

UK . There is power and history in the streets and buildings of the Square Mile , but this power

is at risk of being consigned to memory if the City fails to innovate and expand beyond its

small patch in London .

Besides encouraging cross-UK partnerships and decentralisation , London needs to work with

the government to make good on the recommendations of the Hill and Kalifa reviews .

Already we have seen Treasury and FCA announcements confirming that they will action

recommendations like the ‘scalebox ’ . At J7 , we hope this trend continues in order to position

London not just as a historic place for traditional finance , but also a powerhouse for creativity

and innovation .

All of these efforts must be underpinned by precise , forward-thinking strategy and clear

communications to forge strong partnerships and engage key stakeholders . During this

historic inflection-point , the correct positioning of the City , and the UK is crucial . That is why

companies like J7 exist : to support leaders in business , government , and beyond with

building connections and reaching the people that matter most .
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The CEO's Message
News of the City of London's plans to convert offices left

vacant after the pandemic as part of a recovery strategy

is greatly welcomed. This is a step in the right direction

to regenerate the City.

Again the “Square Mile” has shown why it is the best place in

the world to do business , with the City of London

Corporation publishing proposals to attract workers from the

cultural and creative industries and “high-potential tech-led

businesses” not traditionally based in its historic streets . 
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In a report by the Financial Times , the new plans to bring life back to the City include ideas

for using spaces left vacant by organisations who have relocated staff post-pandemic , such

as “low-cost, long-term leases in empty buildings could be offered to creative sector

tenants" . The City of London Corporation 's proposal also includes consideration of "traffic-

free weekends in summer, as well as all-night “cultural celebrations” to encourage

activity outside office hours.”

The image of the grey , boring City of London will become something of the past if these

new plans happen ; they could well change the dynamics of the City for the good . We need

people and companies to return to the City . If the Government will not move faster to

protect the City 's traditional inhabitants , the financial services industry , from the onslaught

it is facing because of Brexit , then other leaders will have to find creative solutions instead .
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